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It's been hard to miss that Shahid has been sporting a new look lately and it's all because of the upcoming
film "Mausam" also starring Sonam Kapoor. This baby faced actor is set to rock four different looks in the
love story between Rohan and Aayat. The four styles represent the four seasons. Shahid will go from wear-
ing a beard in winter to sporting a summer look, an autumn aura and a spring style. Shahid is also maintain-
ing a beard to go with his four season look!

The New looks of
2011

2011 brings many new movies onto the screen for bollywood
fans! I thought about sharing with all the readers some new
looks that our stars are adopting for their ventures this year.
Enjoy!

Shahrukh Khan Character Don in "Don 2" will be seen in a
jail experiencing the "thrills" of going to prison (I assume he
will punch out someone!). Recent pictures were released,
showing the extensive changes Shahrukh has been undergo-
ing to sport this new "Jail look". Don 2 will be out in cinemas
this year in December. 

Deepika Padukone decides to reveal a bit of skin in her newest movie
"Dum maro dum". Deepika makes a special appearance in the title song

(Dum Maro Dum). 
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"Ra. 1" 
"Ra. 1" shows Shahrukh as a super human being. His character G. 1 is
the all powerful super hero father and for this movie Shahrukh sports a
completely different, classy look - very electrifying! Ra. 1 is said to
release in October 2011. 

Salman khan appears
in a quite nerdy outfit
in his new production,
"Ready" which is due
to release this May.
The Salman - Asin
starrer is currently

being filmed in none
other than Sri lanka!


